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On Saturday, September 24th, the SMH published a three page, full-colour preview of a new book by Dr Tim Flannery, The Weather Makers. A similarly lavish preview was run by the Melbourne Age. 

The matter was deemed to be of such public importance that on the succeeding Monday night, ABC TV devoted both a part of the 7.30 Report and all of Lateline to the subject.

The following week, the Herald received a number of letters on matters raised in its preview, and published also two Opinion pieces which challenged the main thesis of The Weather Makers.

This thesis is that global warming represents an urgent threat to humanity, and the counter-arguing articles were:

	Sept. 28 - A change in the weather is no reason to get steamed up over gases - Bill Kininmonth

	Sept. 29 - All the signs of full-blown Mother Earthism - Bob Carter

A strong response in Letters to the Editor of the SMH was provoked by these two articles.

The comments below provide responses, backed by references to published material, to most of the points raised by the letter writers. The letters themselves are included in an accompanying document, available here.

The most disturbing aspect of this brouhaha is that it exemplifies the inability of the editors of a major metropolitan newspaper - in their anxiety to provide "balanced" coverage of an issue - to distinguish science sense, or even simple logic, from bullshit; the editors also showed that they are receptive to argument based on that antithesis of science, authority; and seemed to encourage, rather than control, impoliteness and ad hominen attack. 



Bob Carter 
Oct. 3, 2005

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Some Myths Exploded


"Carter is Research Professor of what?" (Kate Ravich)

The editorial staff of the SMH know perfectly well that Carter is a research professor of geology, with an established academic reputation1, who specializes in climate change. 

What purpose was served by publishing the sneer?

"I wonder if Carter's agenda is political" (Kate Ravich)

Why wonder about it? The "agenda" was clearly stated in the last para of the article, viz. "Needed is more research, and the preparation of response plans for both climatic coolings and warmings".

If that recommendation is political (whether, depends largely upon your viewpoint), why does that somehow detract from it?

"Carter derides the precautionary principle" (Kate Ravich)

I termed the precautionary principle "vapid", which is more a statement of fact than opinion (vapid: from the Latin vapidus, spiritless). 

The precautionary principle, by failing to specify levels of risk, completely lacks intellectual rigour2. Thereby it becomes used as a wailing-wall-excuse to prevent all development or change, which is precisely the reason that it was formulated for in the first place. 

As an instrument for the development of policy, the precautionary principle is not only useless, but often mischievous or damaging to boot.  

"The world's leading science academies issued a warning on climate change ..." (Amy Wise)

And promptly fell flat on their faces!

The warning was co-ordinated by Robert May, the current President of the Royal Society. May is a distinguished mathematical biologist who has demonstrated publically his personal incompetence on the subject of climate change science3.

Within a few days of the launch of the global warming warning, the Russian and American Academies of Science made very public protestations that their views had been misrepresented4. The episode inflicted severe damage on the reputation of the Royal Society as a source of disinterested advice on scientific matters.

"The Herald sees fit to give significant column space to a lone geologist ..." (Amy Wise)

Wonderful unconscious irony!

The previous weekend, the Herald allocated three full colour pages to puffery regarding Tim Flannery's new book. This was followed by about ten letters on matters arising, on September 27-28.

It could perhaps be argued that in allocating 800 words each to Kininmonth and Carter to put their scientifically-based, alternative points of view, the Herald was meeting its public duty in only the most minimal way.

"Scientists of authority have issued warning statements on climate change" (Ben Pearson)

Science is not about authority, but accurate observation and experiment, which lead to established facts, tested theories and in-test hypotheses5. Human-caused global warming belongs, very firmly, in the last category.

Neither of the distinguished scientists listed by Mr Pearson has direct expertise in climate change science, and their present public positions are bureaucratic. David King is Chief Scientific Advisor to HM Government (discipline: chemistry); and John Lawton is immediate past-CEO of the NERC and Chairman of the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution (discipline: ecology). These persons have been appointed to their positions by the government of the day, and their duty is therefore to implement its policy. 

John Lawton's recent allegation of a connection of "hurricane intensity to global warming" has been explicitly denied by many of the world's leading hurricane researchers6. And David King's "climate change exceeds terrorism as a threat" is silly rhetoric which it is not wise to repeat in the hearing of people whose relatives were caught up in the recent Madrid, London or Bali bombings.

Prior to Tony Blair's very recent, and dramatic, conversion to the US-Australian point of view on climate change7, U.K. government policy was to whip up public concern about global warming. The declamatory statements of King and Lawton are not based on either sound science or expert personal knowledge, but rather are zealous political statements designed to support their prime minister's policy. 

If Tim Flannery is now part of the same group of scientists, good luck to him, but membership of the group does little for his credibility as a commentator on climate change.

"Mother Earthism is not a disease but a smart survival strategy ..." (Ben Pearson)

It's interesting, to say the least, that the writer of this letter represents Greenpeace.

That Mr Pearson, in that capacity, appears proud to embrace the symptoms listed in my Opinion piece as those of Mother Earthism speaks volumes about the organisation for which he works.

I must say that I am glad that this letter was published, because of the strong, but again completely unconscious, irony that its last paragraph contains.

We "depend upon our fragile atmosphere and a stable climate for survival" (Ben Pearson)

More arcadian mythology.

The atmosphere, oceans and the weather they produce are a marvellously robust, buffered planetary system for absorbing and adjusting to environmental change of all sorts. Of course, this is not to say that humankind is not capable of damaging the planetary environment, nor is it a reason to abuse it, but to term the atmosphere "fragile" is mysticism and a typically deliberate misuse of language to boot.

And climate never has been "stable", and never will be. The statement is absurd.

"We must reduce greenhouse pollution" (Ben Pearson)

Carbon dioxide is not a pollutant, but rather a strongly beneficial, naturally occurring component of Earth's atmosphere8.

"Water vapour is in equilibrium ...."  (T. Daly)

The remarks made by Kininmonth and Carter about the relative importance amongst the greenhouse gases of carbon dioxide and water vapour are rooted in classical physics, and are entirely uncontroversial amongst knowledgeable scientists9.

It is incontrovertible that "Water vapour is a more powerful greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide and dissipation of clouds has a bigger impact on climate" (Kininmonth).

Whether the hydrological and carbon cycles are "in equilibrium" or not is mainly a matter of chosen perspective, and overall the Earth environment buffers human exchanges of both water and carbon dioxide.

"Good science requires consensus" (said or implied in three, if not four, of the letters)

A nonsensical statement. 

The scientific process is by its very nature non-democratic, and that many persons support a particular science interpretation in no way reflects whether it is true or not.

And, anyway, there is absolutely no consensus on climate change science10.

"George Bush acknowledges ...." (T. Daly)

This assertion is usually based upon the fact (i) that the USA signed the Gleneagles G8 communique on climate change earlier this year, which (ii) contained the following phrase: "While uncertainties remain in our understanding of climate science, we know enough to act now to put ourselves on a path to slow and, as the science justifies, stop and then reverse the growth of greenhouse gases".

This statement is grossly ambiguous, probably intentionally so. In no way does it justify the inference that George Bush has agreed that human-caused global warming is an urgent issue.  

And, anyway, whether George Bush in the end chooses to be alarmed about human-caused global warming will be determined primarily by political considerations. Mr Bush is President of the United States, not a scientist.

The "tobacco causes lung cancer" analogy (T. Daly, H. Campbell)

How many more times is the Herald going to let this inadequate argument be run?

Application of the analogy to climate change serves mainly to highlight that those arguing that carbon dioxide will cause catastrophic global warming are, in effect, arguing that "lung cancer causes smoking". 

Study of past climate changes in polar ice cores has shown, beyond dispute, that significant changes in temperature in the ancient record PRECEDE by several hundred to several thousand years the equivalent change in atmospheric carbon dioxide content11. Carbon dioxide therefore cannot be the primary forcing agent for the actual temperature change.

"The Arctic ice cap may disappear within a few decades ....." (H. Campbell)

Well, yes, indeed it may.

It is, however, more probable that the area of ice will start to enlarge again within a decade or two. The reason is that one of the prime causes of the melting is the circulation of warm, subtropical waters into the North Atlantic Ocean, and shifts in climate which relate to that circulation are known to occur in an irregularly cyclic pattern12. A typical manifestation of the last of these cycles is that temperatures in Iceland, for example, only recently reached the same level as was last recorded in the 1930s.

The evidence indicates that much of the floating ice of the Arctic Ocean has melted away during previous natural warm climate episodes, and there is no compelling reason to believe that the present episode of melting has anything to do with an anthropogenic cause13.

One of the many inadequacies of current computer models is that they determinedly predict that human global emissions should cause warming of BOTH the north and south polar regions. Whilst, at the moment, the Arctic area is obliging, Antarctica stubbornly persists with a cooling trend, a thickening ice-cap, and a growing fringe of sea-ice14. The local warming trend seen in the Antarctic Peninsula, similarly to the cooling in the North Atlantic, is probably caused by changes in nearby ocean currents, and the much publicised ice-shelf breakouts are also natural events15.
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